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found. it is in these asylums that i have obtained the very small
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beriberi broke out among the crews of this fleet but was speedily checked
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time exceeded 800 and has been gradually diminishing during the last
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months of vaccination and although vaccination may be in no
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instance has occuried in our cases but in the tropics haemorrhagic
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procedure such as operation either of which may break up the protec
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still more does yellow fever differ in its mode of propagation
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occasionally intense are complained of in the l one together with local
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neck and shaft and increased fragility or brittleness
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developed in males before puberty the testicles usually remain small
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among the undergraduates of cambridge i certainly think the habit is
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gauze dressing the whole held in place by a roller bandage.
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scopic examination it is found that there is a migration of leucocytes
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the bacilli may be destroyed. to prevent putrefaction carbolic acid
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tion has actually occurred in the swelling a definite ring of softening
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the relative susceptibility evinced by the subjects of a particular disease
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of the cough and currents of air passing across his face especially
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it is therefore important to x ray every patient whom you think
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than in adults or infants. it has been found however in infants only
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of a lustful kind. to europeans however this description scarcely
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the population of india according to the census of 1891 is over
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